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VES1070D Price: 460,000€ 

Apartment

Finestrat

3 Bedrooms

3 Bathrooms

Pool: Yes

Beautiful two-story penthouse with three spacious terraces, spectacular views, heated pool,
gym, and garage. MUST SEE The property is located in the popular area of Finestrat,
which offers a variety of activities and is a very popular area among many nationalities.The
theme park "Terra Mitica", La Marina shopping center, go-karting, zoos, water parks, golf
courses, restaurants, shops, etc., as well as the beautiful beaches of Benidorm, Finestrat,
and Vila Joyosa are only a few minutes away. About 10 minutes to Albir and 35 minutes to
the Alicante airport.We are pleased to present one of the best penthouses for sale. This
nearly new duplex pen...
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house is located in a gated community. An elevator from the underground garage goes up to the apartment. The

home has three terraces, the largest of which is a whole 44 sqm. From the living room and bedrooms, there is a

fantastic sea view, as well as a view of the Benidorm Skyline!Perfect for families with children, rentals, or those who

want a home with all services in this gated urbanization. THE PROPERTY APPEARS AS NEW.Parking space in

the underground garage.This well-known and very popular complex offers spectacular common areas with large

swimming pools (indoor heated swimming pool and sauna), beautiful garden areas, padel tennis, children's

playground, gym, cafeteria/minimarket....The area is fenced.NOTE! It is possible to buy the property including all

furniture after a favorable agreement with the seller.Other qualities included in the purchase price:Fully equipped

kitchen with all appliances and Silestone/quartz countertopMotorized awnings with wind sensorAlarm from

SecuritasDrinking water filtration system in the kitchenAerothermal system air to water heat pumpAir conditioning

cold/heat through hidden ducts.Underfloor heating in all bathroomsFiber opticsEnergy class AAn apartment we can

safely recommend because of its location and the appreciation in the area. Practical with terraces on both sides so

you can watch the children in the pool/playground from one terrace and enjoy the sea view on the opposite

side.Safety, trust, the best follow-up (also after purchase), and an untiring enthusiasm in finding you and your

family a home according to your wishes are values we hold in high esteem. Welcome to view!The location is ideal,

with easy access to all nearby amenities and services. Please don't hesitate to contact us today to schedule a

private viewing and experience the charm and elegance this penthouse has to offer. This is a rare opportunity to

own a unique property with all the conveniences you could dream of. We look forward to showcasing this

extraordinary home to you.
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